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ORLANDO
The Marriage
of Literary History and
Humanities Computing
Isobel Grundy, Susan Brown,
and Patricia Clements
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his research report on Orlando: Women's Writing in the
British Isles from the Begnnings to the Present cannot be
other than a celebration of the collaboration between
these two disciplines.' Their partnership is remarkable, since it is a
union of opposites. Literary history is an elderly party (for many
generations highly respected but recently fallen among unappreciative
critics, accused of monologism, centrism, canon-favoring, and a
weakness for the straight line beloved by cabbage-planters), whereas
humanities computing is new, fresh, and trendy, though already
established enough to be looking about for fresh conquests. Together,
the two have produced the Orlando textbase (a term preferred by us
J
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literary historians to "database," with its aura of statistics), which was
published by subscription on the web by Cambridge University Press
in June 2006 and which is described, together with information about
subscribing either as an institution or individual, at http://www.
cambridge.org/online/orlandoonline/.
We collaborators on the Orlando Project research team (especially
though not exclusively the co-investigators Patricia Clements, Isobel
Grundy, and Susan Brown) have composed a good many reports on
our work: for friends over coffee, in conference papers, in
demonstrations where telling comes second to showing, and in cold
print. In the present case I am encouraged both by this journal's
interest in interdisciplinary relations between the arts and sciences and
in "the artful presentation of ideas." Orlando, besides being the
offspring of the union described above, has needed at every stage of its
development to pay as much attention to presentation as to ideas and
information, and to keep both balls in the air at once.
We began as a group of feminist scholars wishing to write a
literary history. Several of us had worked on The Femnist Companion to
Literature in English, published by Virginia Blain, Patricia Clements, and
Isobel Gmndy in 1990 through Batsford Academic in the United
Kingdom and Yale University Press in the United States. We were still
dazzled by the wealth of ongoing facmal and critical discovery which
that project had tapped into, but we were also vividly aware of the
discontents of the reference book: the isolation of its discrete
components (in this case mostly single-author entries, with a scattering
of extremely useful topic entries), the difficulties of navigation (we had
compiled a detailed index for The Feminist Companion which there had
not been space to include), the more general limitations of space for
primary contents as well as for helpful apparams—even for foomotes.
While theorists were lamenting the power, in literary history, of the
overarching narrative, we knew what it was like to move through a
maze without a thread.
The electronic medium promised (and has made good on its
promise) to deliver multitudinous narratives in the place of a single
narrative, multidirectional linking in place of simple sequence, an end
to space limitations, and an exhilarating sense that every reader or user
of the published text will pursue a different route and make different
discoveries. Orlando, in its simplest terms, is a digital reference work.
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with entries on British women writers, plus a smaller proportion of
briefer entries on male writers and on non-British women, plus
extensive historical or contexmal material, plus citations, scholarly
notes, and bibliographical listings. Its five and a half million words (or
thereabouts) at the time of publication included entries on just over
530 British women writers whose lives overlapped with the period
1650—1850,46 non-British women from the same period (a handful of
whom, like Anne Bradshaw, Susanna HasweU Rowson, and the
reluctant Canadian Susanna Moodie, are listed in both of these
categories), and 126 of their contemporary male writers. The Uves of
more than half the writers covered in the entire textbase overlap, if
only for a few years, with the span of these two cenmries.
But to say that this text is big, is to give no notion of what makes
it a new experience to read and use. Indeed, the idea that readers might
elect merely to consult the entries in just the same way they would use
a reference book is a source of anxiety to Orlando's authors, because
that kind of reading, although a perfectiy feasible way to approach the
textbase, would mean ignoring most of its potential and everything that
makes it unique.
The research team began racking its brains about the presentation
of ideas the moment it received its first grant, a Major Collaborative
Research Initiatives award from the Social Sciences and Humanities
Research Council of Canada. We had got a certain number of basic
decisions made before we were actually awarded the grant. We had
decided to encode (or tag, or mark up) our literary-historical textin the
very process of writing it. We had decided to use SGML or standard
generalized markup language (which later had to be converted into its
successor, XML or extensible markup language), and had arrived at an
understanding of approximately what this would mean, though nobody
among the group knew how to write or parse this language. Next, three
things happened: a member of the newly assembled team attended a
summer course on SGML at the Princeton-Rutgers Center for
Electronic Texts in the Humanities (directed by Susan Hockey, who
was already on the team and who subsequendy moved to the
University of Alberta); graduate research assistants already hired by the
project set to work assembling and writing up contextual material
(everything that we felt to be relevant to the climate within which
women lived and wrote, whether in national and international politics.
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social and cultural life, education, the book trade, etc. etc.); and the
central "editorial" group began brain-storming.
Our belief, forged in work on individual writers, was that the
granular detail of the particular experience was invaluable for
establishing, as well as for illustrating, the conditions of women's
writing, the kinds of writing produced, and the way that writing
circulated. We felt that to generalize about women's motives for taking
up the pen, and about their relations with publishers and the market,
would be premature without first knowing more than was so far
known. We therefore planned to work outward from the individual
towards her time-frame and her various groupings, to tap the ordering
powers of the computer to relate the testimony by and about writing
women to the big, composite picture of women's writingin the world.
Our foundational idea for presenting our work was to use tagging
(or markup or encoding) to label concepts, in just the way it is used in
most SGML or XML applications to label things Uke names, places,
titles, and organization names, and things like paragraphs, stanzas, and
lines of verse. AU we had to do was to decide what to label. The first
concept for which we set out to devise a set of labels, or electronic
tags, was, in somewhat Adamic fashion, that of the personal name.
Here we at once ran into far greater complexity than we had expected:
the coexistence not only of given names with surnames (by birth and
by marriage) but also with titles of nobility, royal names, names in
religion, nicknames and pseudon3nns. A tag (called in the trade an
element) can be made to carry a modifier (known in the trade as an
attribute), and our grasp of this usage began as we took on board our
need for an attribute on the Person Name tag to convey the
information whether or not the author concerned wrote or published
under this name.
It became apparent during hours of brain-storming about tags and
concepts that we faced a chicken and egg situation. Nobody had done
this kind of conceptual or semantic tagging before this project. We
needed to see how it worked before we built our tagsets (known in the
trade as DTDs or document type definitions), but we needed to build
the tagsets before we could see how they would work. In the end we
decided to construct one tagset for documents about writers' lives and
another for their oeuvres. The large majority of author entries in the
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Orlando textbase have one document for the Dfe and one for the
Writing.
The Lives DTD proved relatively, though only relatively, simple.
Of course we needed tags for Birth, Death, Education, Occupation
(broadly considered, with a way to flag serious activities undertaken
without formal employment or remuneration). Politics (also broadly
considered, so that working against slavery, or cruelty to animals, can
be flagged as well as support for Whigs or Tories), and so on. Feminist
principles caused us to add a tag for Violence; we deliberately made no
distinction between types of violence, so that a search on this tag in the
Life tagset turns up marital violence, incursions of soldiers, and
Quakers being flogged in the marketplace, all as parts of the same
continuum.
The most complex tag in the Lives DTD is the one for Cultural
Formation. This brings together information or discussion on class,
nationality and national or geographical heritage, race, religion,
sexuality, and so on. Identity-markers of this kind, though often treated
in non-scholarly contexts as something that can be conveyed by ticking
a box, are delicate areas for a biographer to do justice to, calling for
nuanced explication and interrogation of the terms used. Mixed
marriages produce divided allegiances; class or other origins may be
differently reported by different wimesses; both words and norms shift
from one time-period to another; and so on. In the Orlando textbase
the prose account of a writer's early influences sets out to elucidate
(though not to oversimplify) this web of cultural forces bearing down
on the individual, while the tags applied to that prose in the course of
composition serve both as an indexing or finding tool and as a further
indicator (for any user who takes a look behind the surface of the prose
at the workings of the markup) of the ideas in play.
The way the system works is that a search on the tag Cultural
Formation produces on screen a series of excerpts from entries on
individual writers—^those paragraphs which discuss the early, formative
shaping of nation, class, race, politics, etc., or any later reshaping (by,
for instance, reUgious conversion, sexual reorientation, or marriage into
a different class or nationality). The passages are arranged by date of
birth of author, and each one offers the option of an instant switch
back to that author's whole entry. This search produces a lot of results,
and if you are interested strictly in class, say, or religion, it will produce
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a lot of restoits that are not really relevant to that interest. The system
therefore provides subtags which can be searched instead, which cover
all the particular categories of identity-marker.
For most of these categories (class, nationality, etc.) Orlando makes
two levels of tag available, as there is a tag, for instance, for Class and
one for Class Issue. Though various caveats attend its use, the Class tag
can be used to search out working class writers, or to establish that,
perhaps surprisingly, the proportion of writers included in the textbase
who laid claim to (or were classified as, or one of whose parents
belonged to) the gentry class remained almost the same for those alive
during 1750—1850 as for those alive during 1650-1750. Searching on
Class Issue produces results which sometimes comment as much on
the workings of the class system in general as on the experience of the
writer concerned [Figure 1]. Some of the briefer statements marked
with the Class Issue tag include, of Delarivier Manley: "Born in the
gentry, she lost status by her bigamous marriage and her poverty. As
a byword for everything that was scandalous, she was often written of
in terms usually applied to lower-class women." And of Ann Radcliffe,
that she "belonged to the English middle class. It seems that her first
biographer, Thomas Talfourd, was embarrassed by her father's
shopkeeping occupation, as being of low social status."
In the context of these issues the team felt anxious about the
number-crunching potential of a database. We did not want to make
our text a source of statistics which we ourselves would regard as
suspect—statistics which would imply that a box-ticking method had
been used. Orlando, in the way it has been shaped and delivered to its
users or readers, positively invites constmcting Usts of authors
according to just a few fairly cut-and-dried categories; their non-literary
occupation, or the genres they wrote, or places with which they were
associated. You can produce a list (limited to a particular period, if you
wish) of entries on writers who worked as teachers, or those born in
Wales, or those who wrote satire, or on those who were teachers and
born in London, or teachers who wrote autobiography. The system
deliberately does not make it possible in the same way to list all the
writers who were lesbian or Methodist or laboring-class. Because
searches on the Class or Class Issues tags (described above) produce
not a list but a collection of excerpts from entries, such searches
retrieve the kind of statement one so often wishes to make outside the
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check-box, the kind of statement that would begin, "it all depends."
Orlando^s system of markup provides tags for Sexual Identity,
Denomination, and Class;it provides for an attribute reading "lesbian"
or "Methodist" or "rural unskilled" to be attached to those tags for
retrieval [Figure 2]. It applies these labels, but it presents the labels
always in a context of explanatory prose, reflecting the belief of the
research team that such designations are not matter of fact in anything
like the same way as being bom in London.
Thus, a search on Class with attribute "rural unskilled" produces
the information that Mary Collier "was a laboring woman aU her life;
she caUs her parents 'poor, but honest,'" and that Mary Peisley "was
born into the Irish cottager or laboring class and into the Society of
Friends," but for Constantia Grierson it says (in part): "She apparently
disliked talking of her early life. All she would teU Laetitia Piikington
was that her parents were 'poor illiterate Country People.' Illiterate
meant merely uneducated. Though this sounds as if they might have
come from the Irish Catholic mral working class, other factors make
this doubtful." From such material the user must decide on her own
Ust.
Similarly, a search for the word "Jewish" within the Cultural
Formation tag wiU show you aU the paragraphs in which either Jewish
ethnicity or religion is referred to, but no list can be constmcted
without the active participation of the user. This search offers an
immediate means of identifying such cmcially Jewish writers as the
Moss sisters and Grace Aguilar, but readers will have to make their
own judgement whether to include or exclude, for instance, Elizabeth
Sarah Gooch, of whom it is said: "Despite her clear statement of her
father's Jewish ethnicity (and his Portuguese national heritage: she caUs
herself 'the daughter of a Portugueze'), she was baptised into the
Church of England on 4 October in the year of her birth, aged just
over three months." This search also turns up the following about Jean
Ingelow, an Evangelical Christian: "From an early age she attended
meetings of the Church Missionary Society and took a particular
interest in promoting Christianity among adherents of the Jewish
faith." Again, as with Class Issue, there is a tendency for results to raise
issues as weU as to deliver facts.
The Writings tagset or DTD proved far more complex to produce
than that for Lives, and caused the team to do something unusual in
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SGML or XML applications, in modifying the normal hierarchical or
nested stmcture of the tagset. The fact that a Class tag can be used
within a Class Issue tag, which is used within a Cultural Formation tag,
reflects the usual, hierarchical arrangement of markup. But this
structure was felt to be less suitable for capturing the discussion of
literary issues than a flatter structure, in which tags are less tightly
bound within nesting relationships to each other. The conventional
stmcture of XML means, in the context of writing with the Orlando
markup, that if you are in the process of composition, expounding the
problems experienced by your subject because her employer took a
snobbish attitude toward her class origins, you might have to begin a
new paragraph for reasons other than the stylistic. You would, that is,
need to close the Occupation tag within which this workplace problem
was being discussed, and open a Cultural Formation tag in which to
place the rest of your discussion within a Class Issue tag.
The results of this series of decisions would be invisible to a
reader of the finished entry in the textbase (unless she chose to click on
Show Markup and take a look at the tagging). But for other
hypothetical groups of readers with some particular research
agenda—^an interest, say, in the matter of women's employment
opportunities, or an interest in the operations of social class—^it is vital
that this story should be divided between two different stmcturing tags,
so that it will register in two different kinds of search.
The Lives tagset observes the recommended stmcture of tags
nested in groups. The very much larger number of tags required in the
Writings tagset made such hierarchical organization impossible or
highly uncomfortable, so the team composed a DTD which is
unconventionally flat in stmcture. Within it, almost any tag can be used
at any point in the prose, regardless of which other tags it may be
inside. The tags at the level of the hierarchy equivalent to Birth, Death,
Occupation, etc. in the Lives tagset are only three: Production, Textual
Features, and Reception [Figure 3]. But each of these is an extremely
broad concept, and in writing about almost any aspect of a text or
texts, more than one of these concepts is likely to be in play. This is the
case if the publication of a book is held up (Production) because of
controversies about risque content (Textual Features), or if the
narrative line is altered in the later phases of a serial (Textual Features)
because of criticisms made of earlier installments (Reception), or if
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reviewers respond unfavorably to what they take to be an authorial
self-portrait, or a thousand other potential events in the history of a
writing life. There are, therefore, a plethora of tags in the Writing tagset
(some few of which have subtags restricted by their hierarchical place),
and although each of the second-level tags logically belongs with the
group Production, Textual Features, or Reception, each can be used
in any position and in any kind of combination with other tags.
The searches described and quoted from here are aU to be made
from Tag Search entry point to the textbase.This offers the richest and
most various way in for readers and users to access material arranged
in other forms than the single-author entry. It offers, in fact, two major
routes or search screens (one for each of the two tagsets. Lives or
Writings) as well as other functionality which can be seen on the search
screen but which will not be discussed here. Each of these two key
search screens provides a list of aU the tags available for searching, and
it also provides tag diagrams, showing the major tags in each set. The
sketch of the bare bones of the Lives tagset (which shows, for instance.
Cultural Formation but not its many available subtags) occupies a
single diagram. The Writing tagset in parallel form occupies three
diagrams, under those three general concepmal headings of Production
(which is the notional enclosing tag for dozens more tags for concepts
running alphabetically from Advertising to "Type of Press"), Textual
Features (with subordinate tags in this category running from
Characterization to Woice or Narration"), and Reception (whose
related tags run from "Best Known Work" to "She Influenced"). The
reader or user will pick a Writings tag on the basis of its own name, not
its place within one of the three overarching tags. Nevertheless the
conceptual groupings (as displayed in the diagrams) offer a pointer
toward the thinking behind them. (Clicking on the Help button takes
you to extensive documentation among which, under "About the
Tags," comes a definition of every tag in the system, with examples to
indicate its usage and connotations.)
Most of these Writings tags are in themselves fairly unproblematic
(though this may or may not be true of the material which they
demarcate). The Advertising tag encloses such statements as "The
editor of the first, lavishly produced edition [of Lucy Hutchinson's
of her husband] recommended it particularly to female readers,
as more entertaining than most novels," and (with reference to Jane
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Lead) "Every publication or handwritten communication of the
Philadelphian Society was used to advertise their other works," as well
as, for instance, "The Post-Bqy carried an advertisement for M. Marsin's
recently published, forty-page Two Remarkable Females of Womankind,
which has been identified as her last tract." Advertising, that is, has
been broadly defined, as are in Lives documents the concepts of
Occupation and Politics.
Similarly, a review is tagged as "Responses (literary)" with the
attribute "Gendered Yes" if it is in any way inflected by recognition of
gender. This remains tme whether the gendering is celebratory, as
when the Critical Review praises the eighth and final volume of
Catharine Macaulay's History of England as "one of the most signal
instances ever known to the literary world, of the extraordinary abilities
and persevering exertion of a female writer," or whether it is
denigrating, as when Macaulay's Eoose R£marks on Hobbes become "the
butt of jokes and doubles entendreF aimed at its title.
Probably the most complex tag in the Writing tagset is
Intertextuality, which carries several attributes designed for
discriminating between the many different kinds of literary effect
which the word embraces. Searching for a name inside this tag will find
all the texts which have been noted as responding to, for instance,
Austen or Shakespeare (or to Yang Tear or Pride and Prejudici) [Figure
4]. If you search on Intertextuality containing "Shakespeare" you wiU
be faced with excerpts from the entries on hundreds of writers (116 for
the period 1650—1850), including Rachel Hunter in 1807 invoking
Shakespeare as depicted byJohnson for his debunking of the centrality
of romantic love as a plot-engine, and Elizabeth Heyrick in Observations
on the Offensive and Injurious Effect of Corporal Punishment, 1827, quoting
Lear's horrified response to the social injustice which he has only just
perceived to be endemic.
By means of one of its attributes, the Intertextuality tag can be
used to look for instances of intertextuality by type: for instance Sequel,
Imitation, Adaptation-or-Update. A search on Adaptation-Update pro
duces at one end of the 1650—1850 period information about Aphra
Behn's numerous and highly professional reworkings of various
sources, and at the other end information about a large number of
retellings of biblical and other religious narratives. It produces also the
unsubstantiated story that Maria Jane J ewsbury had planned before her
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death to update and recast Wollstonecraft's Vindication of the Rights of
Woman, in the hope of finding for it a new contemporary audience.
Another attribute offers the function of grouping intertextual
allusions with reference to the gender of the intertext author: a useful
tool in view of the persistent need for women writers to claim stams
for their works by means of allusion to those who already possessed it.
Some searches on the Intertextuality tag can be usefully teamed
with a search on another one, Influences Her, which clearly indicates
a related although separate concept. The decision whether to add this
second search will depend, as everything does for the user of Orlando,
on particular needs and particular interests. In many cases influence is
a fruitful line of enquiry—^though it takes a brave woman writer at this
period to claim the influence of Shakespeare (as some do), and reviews
invoking his name often deserve to be discounted (as do those
invoking Austen), since this kind of allusion was sometimes—again, by
no means always—^being used by a reviewer as a substitute for analysis
of the work under consideration. AH these wrinkles to the potential
uses of this particular tag (like those in the use of the tag Culmral
Formation) wiU take time to learn, and a spirit of enquiry and
experiment.
The Orlando team has called what it is doing conceptual encoding.
Some tags refer unquestionably to things or facts: to proper nouns, for
instance, or dates, or birth, marriage, and death. But most of the
concepts reflected in tag names—class issues for instance, or violence,
or literary influence, or material conditions of writing, or relations with
publishers, or techniques involving versification—^are ideas which call
the judgement into play. At every stage of the process, the operation
of attaching a tag and attribute, which is a labeling process, coexists
with the operation of the prose, that of constructing meaning in a
potentially more nuanced way than labeling. And the final operation of
the critical intellect is devolved, as it is in the case of a book, to the
reader.
As the editorial group wrestled with the creation of tagsets, we
had no doubt that we were dealing in ideas. Indeed, we have thought
of these structures of meaning as embodying our theory of literary
history, by naming those concepts that we feel to be essential for the
understanding of texts, contexts, and the relations between texts. One
aspect of the way the textbase functions is the multiplicity of the stories
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it enables. This can perhaps be seen most simply at the level of
chronology, as conveyed to the reader or user through the
Chronologies entry point. The tag which labels a dated statement (not
a state-ment containing a date merely, but a statement attached to a date)
is called in the jargon a Chronstruct. The statement already quoted
about The Tost-Boj advertising M. Marsin's Two Remarkable Females of
Womankindis in context attached to a date (lOJuly 1671). The date and
sentence are therefore enclosed in a Chronstruct, and this ensures that
the statement will automatically appear in a number of different
timelines, or chronological narratives. A chronological search on 1671,
or the relevant month or decade or longer period, or on advertising, or
The Post-Boj, or tracts or pamphlets, or on Marsin herself (an obscure
but fascinating proto-feminist), will produce this statement as part of
the story [Figure 5].
This is not the only way in which stories are multiplied, even just
in the matter of chronology (which, as we have seen, is one of the
structuring principles of the textbase). By searching on dates without
specified content, and by using attributes which are explained on the
search screen as Event Types and Selectivity, and one can create an
instant timeline of all events defined by those attributes. One can
generate, for instance, a chronological story including just the most
newsworthy events in the public political realm, both national and
international, during a given period (say from the fall of the Bastille to
Napoleon's seizing of power as First Consul). Entirely different stories
emerge from other available timelines for this same period—those of
social-clknate events, or those concerning British women writers, or
those about the writing climate (that is, male and non-British writers,
publishers, the book trade, etc.) [Figure 6, Figure 7]. Or the stories
can be enlarged by expanding the search from "most selective" or
headline news to "most comprehensive," which retrieves all events for
that period in the textbase, including those ranked as of lesser or
entirely personal significance. This last, the most detailed chronological
story, embracing both the global and the purely private, produces
results which depict a kaleidoscope of multifarious activity.
Other kinds of search can be imagined in an analogous manner as
producing a number of different stories. The struggle for the vote in
Britain, for instance, can be traced through the Life entries of activists,
through timelines, or through pulling out the material on the various
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suffrage organizations. Issues around the gothic mode can be pursued
through "gothic" as the name of a genre, and through related genres
like historical fiction, graveyard poetry, and the ghost story, as well as
through the names of literary motifs like "secret" and "inheritance" as
weU as "castle" and "haunting."
The afterlife of authors and texts, too, can generate many stories.
An entry on a major author will probably contain an important afterlife
story which might be seen as plural, being divided among such tags as
She Influenced, or Responses (with attributes selecting reactions other
than the immediate, original ones from her own day), or Non-Book
Media (which tums up adaptations for stage, screen, or opera), or
Fictionalization. (This last tag encodes material about authors as
fictional characters; in the case of Behn it turns up Ross Laidlaw's
Aphra Behn—Dispatch'dfrom Athole, 1992, which significantly extends
her career as a spy, MoUy Brown's Invitation to aFuneral, 1995, and Jane
Stevenson's trilogy which began ^BxAstraea, 2001.) To these a further
story can be added through searching on the tags Influences Her and
Intertextuality, as they have been used in entries on other people to
mark relationship with Behn. (The former tag identifies four instances
of literary response to Behn's texts which are not recorded in her own
entry, and the latter produces even more results, reaching as far as
Edith Templeton in 1952.)
The computer does not deal in ideas or opinions but exclusively
in binaries, and this is as true of the Orlando tagsets as of any other. A
tag is either present or not present, with no half measures.
Nevertheless, owing to the nature of the concepts which the Orlando
research team has chosen to designate through markup, the application
of many of the tags is far from a cut-and-dried operation which must
be done either right or wrong, without grey areas in between. The
question of whether or not to use a particular tag for a particular
sentence or paragraph is very frequently a judgement call depending on
processes of discrimination and inclination.
Judgment calls made by an encoder may be more or less open to
debate. Literal-mindedness is a disadvantage in a tagger, since one of
the things one must learn is to tag for significant absence as well as for
presence. A fictional incident involving a suicide prevented needs to be
flagged as Motif "suicide" if it is to be available for users of the
textbase, and a novel that closes with authorial comment on the choice
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nofto allow its characters a perfect resolution probably warrants being
tagged as Motif "happy ending". Again, it is not hard to see why the
Destruction of Work tag has several times been used when total
destruction was in fact averted: when, for instance, the manuscript of
Grace Aguilar's The Spirit ofJudaism, 1842, was "lost in transit" to Rabbi
Isaac Leeser in the USA and "had to be rewritten," even though the
second version survived to be published; or when Emma Caroline
Wood's "horrified brother-in-law William Page Wood collected and
burned the whole available edition" of her Sorrow on the Sea, 1868
(which deals with seduction, illegitimate birth, and baby farming!), even
though "some copies were kept by other family members" and the text
was thus preserved.
Some of the uses of Intertextuality, Influence, and other tags in
Writing documents may be yet more problematic than these. But the
principle followed has been the same as with the Lives tagset: a search
provides raw material which has to be further considered and refined
into a critical argument by the user. Orlando does not actually construct
such an argument: it provides the germs of ideas for such arguments,
and the material from which they may be constructed.
Though the three Orlando principals were in summer 2006 hon
ored with an award for outstanding achievement, by the Canadian
Computing in the Arts and Humanities Society for Digital Humanities
/ Societe pour I'etude des medias interactifs, we have sometimes felt
a current within the humanities computing community of bafflement
or dismissiveness about the electronic aspects of Orlando, considered
as a specimen of the database. Its data has none of the symmetry or
obvious rigor of a table of figures, a graph or pie chart, but only the
unregulated, apparently haphazard shapes of prose: irregular sentences
making up irregular paragraphs. And those paragraphs as they appear
on the screen constitute not the steps of a syllogism or logical
argument, but a fairly impressionistic set of examples of some literary
idea or usage.
The textbase as it stands is Hkely to become in itself a subject for
humanities-computing research. The behavior of users wiU be
monitored, not in any big-brother style but to establish which
operations are most frequently performed, which parts of the
functionality are being most used and in which combinations. One
investigator is interested in the way the tags behave, stripped of or
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without refer-ence to their content: how they group themselves in ways
other than those dictated by the structure and hierarchy of the
DTDs—^interested, that is to say, in investigating the syntax and usage
of the language that the team has created.
Apart from such research projects as these, Orlando seems likely
to assume the role, for most literary and historical scholars who use it,
of a particularly rich and extensive book, in which straightforward
sequential reading is supplemented by a kind of three-dimensional
digressive facility. In the project's early stages some of us responded to
what was felt to be magical elements in computing by imagining a kind
of effortless ranging of the mind through the fields of knowledge, a
more disciplined version of the stream of consciousness.
It turns out that even the electronic medium has its trammels.
Effortless ranging remains an ideal. Everybody who reads print is used
to the reality of mnning the eye unconsciously down the lines of type,
riffling the pages, marking selected passages with stickers or markers
or by even less aesthetic means, and with attempting to manage groups
or piles of books. This is the reaUty to compare with that of moving
the cursor and making a series of cUcks. To exemplify something of the
ranging offered by Orlando, I will mn through the entry on Lady Mary
Wortley Montagu (assuming her entry as a starting point, not as a result
obtained by searching for her under the genres she wrote, or the places
associated with her, or for women writers who were farmers, hostesses,
needlewomen, or patrons). The aim here is to depict a particular
possible combination of forward reading with sideways digression, and
to assess the effort or otherwise of such a combination.
Montagu's entry begins with an overview screen on which the
summary of her career emphasixes her poetry, while the Milestones
column to the left emphasizes her letter-writing. This might alert the
reader to a multiplicity of stories in this entry even before getting to the
Life or the Writing document. Reading the early passages of the
document on Montagu's writings might well pique the reader's
curiosity to do a search on "juvenilia" as a genre (and thereby to
discover her youngest grand-daughter following fairly closely behind
her as one of those whose childhood writings have attracted a
moderately detailed report), or perhaps to click on one of those writers
whom Lady Mary Pierrepont (later Montagu) used as sources (Behn,
Scudery, and Thomas Brown) or who influenced her more generally
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(Katherine Philips and Abraham Cowley as well as Behn). AH these
have entries except Tom Brown (whose links screen contributes the
fact of his being associated with both Behn and CentUvre) [Figure 8].
Indeed, throughout this writing document names are mentioned
which open Mke windows onto oblique prospects on women's writing.
Not to mention Alexander Pope, whose own literary career was for
long stretches bound up with Montagu's, and whose dazzlingly crafted
broadsides struck home at many other women writers too, the reader
is repeatedly tempted to follow side paths, not only to read about
Montagu's contemporaries but also about those earlier writers who
marked her. The reader may discover that Horace is mentioned a good
deal in Orlando during the eighteenth century and earlier, but not at all
after that, while the timeline for Sappho mrns out to fall three-quarters
after 1800. Another illuminating sidelight is Epictetus, whom the
young Lady Mary Pierrepont translated, and whose Orlando coverage
goes back to his being quoted by Anna Maria van Schurman, and
forward to his compelling the interest of Elizabeth Tipper, Elizabeth
Carter, Mary Shelley, and Harriet Martineau (who incorporated a
symbolic reference to Epictems into her novel on the life of the black
francophone statesman Toussaint I'Ouvermre).
Other elements in Montagu's Writing document (or indeed in the
Life document paired with it) might lead the reader to conduct a search
on "reputation" as a Motif in Uteramre (a search revealing that this was
a burning issue in works by several of Montagu's contemporaries or
near-contemporaries), on Advertising, on "disability" as a Theme or
Topic (a search whose results begin with Montagu's use of Pope's
physical handicaps as a weapon against him), on Destruction of Work
(which brings up more results than some might anticipate), or on the
word "pregnant" within a tag for Material Conditions (it is interesting
to see which works have been specifically mentioned by their authors
as written in pregnancy, though it is also clear from these results that
not every work written in pregnancy has been flagged as such, so no
judgement is possible as to whether women are especially creative
while pregnant, as some have speculated). Finally this entry, like so
many on writers of the eighteenth century or earlier, contains pointers
to much later elements in the textbase: to L. E. L.'s extraordinary novel
about Montagu [Figure 9], George Paston's perceptive feminist bio-
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graphy, and in our own day to a poetic tour de force by Linda France and
a production by the Orange Tree Theatre at Richmond, Surrey.
Montagu can also contribute to gatherings of material in very
much larger swathes. The stories (from her Life document) of her selfeducation, her travels, her survival of smallpox, or her political
interventions, can be set into place to contribute to a survey of this
kind of experience among the women writers of her generation.
Comment on her letters (or her travel-writing or her mock forms in
poetry or any of her other genres) can be read among comment on
other letter-writing (or travel-writing or whatever) of the period. Since
"genre" has been very broadly defined (as so many other concepts
have been broadly defined for the purposes of the textbase) it includes
such categories as philosophy, scientific writing, medical or legal or
political writing, art criticism (as well as literary criticism), which are
there to ensure that the definition of a woman writer remains
(especially for the earlier historical periods) an interdisciplinary rather
than a narrow one. Montagu's writings on smallpox inoculation, both
private and public, slot into place between the first edition of Onania;
or The Heinous Sin of Self-Pollution, and the reprinting of Anne Finch's
Pindaric poem The Spleen as preface to a medical text.
I have used Montagu to focus my discussion of ranging through
the textbase, though such ranging certainly does not need to begin
from an individual writer. The ranging process, though it may not be
effordess, is at least easier than if it meant consulting indexes and
stacking up books. Following bypaths by clicking on links is a process
not only simple in itself but by now familiar to most scholars, even
those whose electronic literacy levels lag behind their print-reading
skills. Using the Tag Search entry point, however, is a different matter:
it calls for the acquisition of new sldUs by scholars who may not yet be
convinced that the learning process is worth the time and effort
invested. What would please the Orlando team best of aU would be to
find our literary peers, both academic and non-academic,willing to take
on this new area of knowledge for its own sake. It would be fun to find
that conceptual electronic tagging (like, in their own day, the codex and
the index) is becoming a widely used and readily understood means of
presenting large bodies of informational and critical material which will
benefit from being open to arrangement and rearrangement according
to multiple sets of criteria.
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This new kind of reading is set out on a screen whose appearance
is conservative as screen texts go: blocks of type of varying lengths
(though the average paragraph length is shorter than those in an
academic book, and more headings and subheadings are supplied than
the book would run to). Features like visual icons, and the marking of
link words in blue type and of search results in blue highlighting, are by
now familiar to most users of electronic text. Reading, however,
becomes a different process when the text itself embodies invitations
to select a different path. This overturns at a stroke the complex of
ideas implicit in the frequently-used image of reading as a
predetermined journey. The Orlando authors cannot say with Dorothea
Primrose Campbell (1821): "If my reader wiU go with me hand-in-hand
to the end of my journey, well and good." And every time a reader
accepts an invitation to explore a new, digressive path, she will then
have to decide how far to pursue it. Will she read the offered excerpts
in their entirety, or just the highlighted search results? WiU she move
on from the excerpts to read the whole entries of the authors whom
her search has shown to be relevant? At what point wUl she return to
the text she first began reading? Would it be appropriate for us to say
with AnnJebb (27 March 1774): "Unfetter the mind, and let it enquire
fireel)?'?
On such questions we wait to hear from our readers and users.

